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DECADES OF 'THE ROSARY'
Club at heart of village marks 60th birthday
- BY XPRESS REPORTER
From its origins in the old Stew House by Mount Jerome, where
meals were dished out to the poor, Harold's Cross Youth and
Football Club became for many the beating heart of the
village's social life for generations. It came close to closure on
more than one occasion, a courtroom battle and bizarre
bed-push fundraiser key to its survival, and was as known for its
match making off the field as well as on. Now celebrating its
60th anniversary, the club is looking back on the many twists
and turns of its history, and hoping for a bright new future.

By this stage the club was home not just to local football. There
were nightly dances where Fr Brown would ensure courting
couples remained a foot apart and no-one left until a decade of
the Rosary was said. “There were hundreds of matches made up
there off the pitch,” said Robbie. “Later, the discos started when I
was growing up.” There were summer schemes where youngsters
were taken off to the seaside at Bray, Howth or down the country
to Butlins.
“Some of the kids would never be brought anywhere, because
parents didn't have cars,” he said. “The club hired buses to to
bring them away.” Club nights ran five evenings a week, catering
for all ages. Pool and table tennis were indoors while swimming
galas were put on in the old Rathmines baths. “We had no iPads
or video games, you played football on the street and then went
down to the youth club.”
It also became a home for local ladies clubs. Housewives, who
otherwise rarely got out, met for choir practice, demonstrations,
small parties and to organise day trips. The Harold Cross Ladies
Club and Mount Harold Ladies Club merged over the years and
still meet there today.

Robbie Delaney, who has run the club since long-time secretary
Paddy Brennan passed away more than a decade ago, said it has
come a long way, often on a shoestring budget. “There had been
a football club of sorts in the village since the 1940s and it was
originally based in the old Stew House,” he said. “But the club as
we know it was formed in 1957 when it moved to Rosary Park.”
Originally a large house owned by the O'Brien family, behind the
present-day Kenilworth Motors, the site was handed over to then
parish priest Fr Brown who offered it as a new home for the
fledgling club. Paddy Brennan, after whom Rosary Park was
renamed in 2010, was a member since its earliest days “when
men from the country were sent up by the Legion of Mary and St
Vincent de Paul to run it”. “Then he took over. He did everything,”
said Robbie. “The 70s and 80s were hard times, and he had to do
a lot of fundraising. The club was nearly closed down a couple of
times.”
In the 1970s, the church thought of selling up because of the cost
of repairs needed. But club members and locals rallied to raise
the cash needed through door to door collections, church
collections and even a sponsored bed-push from Dublin to
Waterford. Local craftsmen gave their labour free-of-charge and
the old building was tumbled to make way for a new hall.

By 1995, there was another attempt to sell the property. “It was
only stopped at the last hour as it was going to auction,” said
Robbie. “A number of members fought through the courts to
rescue the club and thankfully through all their hard work a
compromise was reached and it was saved.” A parcel of the land
was sold off for apartments as part of the deal.
Now marking another major milestone, the club is planning a
major party for towards the end of the year. With ten teams and
200 children playing in the South Dublin Football League, it still
offers pool, snooker, table tennis as well as arts and crafts lessons
for youngsters. Irish dancing and other classes are also taught
onsite. An agreement has been made with the church to hand
over the property to the city council, with the hope of funding
being made available to upgrade facilities.
An all-weather pitch is top of the wishlist. “We've had a couple of
players down the years that went on to play in England,” says
Robbie. “Donal Murphy played for Coventry City, before coming
back to Ireland to sign with Shamrock Rovers. “Unfortunately, we
haven't sold any Robbie Keanes yet. That would be worth a
fortune - a little Robbie Keane or a little Messi.
“But we've survived the last 60 years without much money. Now,
here's to the next 60.”

GONG FOR BELL?

PORTRAITS OF THE ARTISTS

Local writer Amanda Bell has
been nominated for a poetry prize

Horslips drummer Eamon Carr, of this parish, is launching an exhibition
by local artist Dave Gleeson.

Her collection Undercurrents - “a
psychogeography of Irish rivers in
haiku and haibun” - is shortlisted for the
Haiku Foundation’s Touchstone Award.

The show will officially open on May 12 at La
Galerie Impromptu on Harold's Cross Road.

Published last year, the collection is the first
from an Irish writer to be shortlisted for the
honour. Read about Amanda's upcoming
children's storybook – based on a real-life
tale centred in Harold's Cross – on page 4
of the Xpress.

It will showcase Dave's finely crafted drawings
in graphite and pastel. Themes include the
literary and musical heritage of Ireland, and
works include portraits of James Joyce, Flann
O’Brien and Luke Kelly.
The exhibition is being curated by Harold's
Cross artist and Xpress columnist Eoin
MacLochlainn.

2017

to Sunday 14th May
Join the Fun - Monday 8th

8th-14th May
Events, times & venues at

Your Community Your Festival

www.haroldscross.org

Photo Walk / Art Exhibition /Tours - St Charles; Mark Aikenhead; Russian Orthodox
Church; Mt Jerome Crematorium / Walk on the Wild Side with Éanna Ní Lamhna
Dog Show / Sports / Demos / Magician / Toss & Turn / Drama with Donal O'Kelly
The Swing Kings / Diversity & Integration Talks / Hospice Garden Tours / Poetry at Rosies
Clowns for Haiti / Children's Fun Tent / Face Painting / Plant Sale / Irish Dancers
Creative Writing / Belarus Monastery Choir / Mr Baloonistic / Chess - Beat Alex the
Grand Master / Creative Writing / Chester Beatty Talk / Book Launches / The Garda Band
Russian Pinocchio / Children's Art Competition / Street Performers / Baton Twirlers
Garda Horses & Bikes / Reiska Folk / Zorbs / Living History
Harolds.Cross.Festival

@thehxpress

Advertise in the Festival Programme

Each year over 3,000 copies of the Festival programme are posted in
letterboxes in Harold's Cross and distributed at Festival events. This is an
ideal opportunity for local businesses to communicate their own special
message directly to local residents while supporting the Festival.
Many businesses take the opportunity to run a promotion around the Festival using the Festival logo.

Could this also work for you?

To book your ad or to get a copy of the Festival Logo
email - haroldscrossf@gmail.com or call 086 832 7450

Festival

STEWARDS needed!
The success of the festival relies on a squad
of 100 volunteers to help with all sorts of
tasks throughout the weekend. If you could
spend a few hours to give us a hand, please
contact Ben O’Reilly on 085 755 3658 or
boreilly@eircom.net.

Up Our Street...
Neighbourhood notes
in The Harold's Xpress
MOUNT DRUMMOND & DISTRICT

GREENMOUNT

Residents are delighted that the pedestrian lights at Harold's
Cross Bridge are - at last! - installed and functioning. This has
been an ongoing saga for the best part of ten years and we
are delighted with the outcome. Our gratitude goes to local
campaigners and city councillors who have fought for our
cause over the years.
There were many traffic snarl-ups during the installation
phase but it was worth it. Now pedestrians can make the trek
across from Harold's Cross Road to Robert Emmet Bridge in
safety.
There has been a number of accidents at this juncture down
the years and at least one death.
There are also a number of new signs recently erected,
advising anyone entering the area that it is part of the
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme. This shows that we are a
caring, considerate and an aware community - watching out
for our neighbours.

Greenmount Close, a new development by homeless charity
Focus in the grounds of Our Lady's Hospice, has most of the
tenants in place now. Neighbours are confident all will go well
for the area and are hoping to meet with representatives from
Focus, who will be in charge of the new development, in the
coming weeks.

MOUNT ARGUS & CHURCH PARK
A new residents association has been set up, called Mount
Argus and Church Park Residents Association. It includes
Mount Argus, Church Park and Mount Argus Road. Chariman
Conor O'Leary thanks the previous residents association
committee for all they have done in the past on behalf of all
the residents. “On behalf of our new committee we look
forward to working for you to make our estates an enjoyable
and safe place to raise our children and enjoy all that our
neighbourhood has to offer,” he added.
We have set up a Whatsapp messaging group for residents, to
keep everyone connected and in touch with developments. If
you
would
like
to
be
included
email
Conor
(mountargushx@gmail.com) with your name, address and
phone number.
We are setting up a neighbourhood directory of
recommended tradesmen and service providers. If you live
locally and provide a service, or have a recommendation, get
in touch with us at the above email address.
A Street Feast has been organised for June 11 in Mount Argus
Park. We hope to see you all there as it is a great way to get to
meet your neighbours.
We have contacted our local Garda liaison officer to set up a
meeting with all residents for a question and answer session
on any issues of interest. A date and venue has yet to be
confirmed.

BEATLES FOR CHURCH GIG
Classics from Gershwin, Wagner, The Beatles, Leonard
Cohen and The Beach Boys are to feature at a free gala
concert at Our Lady of the Rosary Church.
The show by Dublin County Choir and guests takes place on May
12 at 7:30pm as part of the Harold's Cross Community Festival.
Easter services include Mass on Holy Thursday at 7.30pm, The
Solemn Liturgy on Good Friday at 3pm and The Easter Vigil
Mass on Holy Saturday at 9pm.
On Easter Sunday, Masses will be at 9am, 10.30am and 12pm.

PARNELL ROAD
An informal Parnell Road/Greenmount Residents Association
was recently re-established, after a number of years in
abeyance. The group emerged in response to a major planning
application in the neighbourhood.
Residents cooperated on a significant number of detailed
submissions on the proposal. An Bord Pleanala made a
decision to refuse permission for the development at Harold’s
Bridge Court, Clare Villas, Parnell Road, and Greenmount Lane.
The Association was greatly assisted in this by Cllr Mary
Freehill and the Harold’s Cross Community Council for whom
they recently held a fundraising afternoon.
The future areas of activity for the association are still
emerging, but road safety, traffic flow and canal stewardship
are all topics close to the hearts of residents. For anyone
wishing to join the group, please contact Claire at
parnellgreenmount@gmail.com

LOWER KIMMAGE ROAD
A new “Welcome to Harold's Cross” sign is to be erected in the
coming weeks, close to Mount Argus, announcing to inbound
traffic that they are entering the village. We plan to landscape
around the sign with some plants, as a way of showing
passers-by this is not just a road - but a vibrant, family-filled,
residential neighbourhood.
Dublin City Council have offered us four planters for
placement along the road, which will be planted out as part of
our campaign for ongoing improvements in our
neighbourhood.
Get in touch with us at xpress@haroldscross.org and
let us know what is happening in your neighbourhood

ANYONE FOR TENNIS?
Grosvenor Square's Stratford Tennis Club is
inviting Xpress readers to join them for a match
The club is one of the few that can still boast four classic
lawn tennis grass courts, as well as four modern all-weather
floodlit courts.
Member Oliver Maher said they are looking for new members to
share in the leafy ambience enjoyed there for more than a century.
“It would be difficult, anywhere in Dublin, to find such a pleasant
tennis club - fresh air, healthy, and charming location,” he said.
“We cater for all standards, adults, children, families, social or
league players and we have special discounts for new members
and families. Email stratfordltc@gmail.com or call to the club

STORYBOOK ENDING FOR CENTURIES-OLD
TOME UNEARTHED IN VILLAGE SHOP
Bazaar find returns ancient text to library 100 years overdue
- BY XPRESS REPORTER

An impulse buy in one of the village's best loved shops
turned out to be a much-missed centuries-old book overdue from Ireland's oldest library by around a
century. And the tale of the chance discovery in Harold's
Bazaar by writer Amanda Bell and her barrister husband
Patrick Gageby has now been crafted into an illustrated
children's storybook.
Amanda, a poet and writer from Leinster Road West, will
launch her latest publication, The Lost Library Book, in
Marsh's Library on May 20. “My husband is going into
Harold's Bazaar all the time,” she told the Xpress. “He was in
one day a few years ago and he was going through a load of
books and he bought one, along with an old mirror, for 90
euro.
“It was written in Greek and we couldn't figure out what it
was. Then we noticed a stamp on it from Marsh's Library.”
Beside St Patrick's Cathedral, Marsh's is Ireland's first public
library and home to 25,000 rare and fascinating books. “We
called into the library and asked them about the book,” said
Amanda. “When the keeper saw it, he nearly fell out of his
standing.”
It turned out to be one of five volumes from the library that
had been missing for around 100 years.

Published in 1537, it is the work of Galen, a Greek physician, writer
and philosopher who became the most famous doctor in the
Roman Empire and whose theories dominated European
medicine for 1,500 years.
The medical text had been owned by an English doctor Theodore
Gulston, who was trying to update the works of Galen, and who
had written notes into the book himself. It somehow made its
way to Marsh's by 1707 but its whereabouts were a mystery after
it vanished in the early 1900s, until it turned up in the treasure
chest that is Tom Rea's Harold's Bazaar.
Patrick has donated the book to the library and Amanda has
since fashioned the remarkable tale into The Lost Library Book,
which is beautifully illustrated by Alice Durand-Wietzel and is
already winning plaudits. “None of the Irish publishers thought it
was commercial enough to take it on, but I found a little publisher
in the UK, run by an Irish man Matthew Staunton,” she said. "He
found the illustrator Alice in Paris."
After the launch, it will be available to buy at Marsh's Library,
Alan Hanna's and Dubray in Rathmines as well as Rathgar Books.
It can also be ordered directly from the publisher The Onslaught
Press at onslaughtpress.com.
Meet Amanda for a sneak preview of The Lost Library Book
during the Harold’s Cross Festival!

MOUNT ARGUS WORKS RESUME
Developers of Mount Argus Mill says the
180-apartment complex will not be completed
until late next year.
Building has restarted on the site – beside Mount Argus
Church - after an eight month delay.
The firm behind the development Marlet Property Group,
formerly New Generation Homes, told the Xpress the bulk of
excavation works is complete. “Currently we are completing the
concrete frame superstructure and hope to be finished that by
early May 2017,” a spokeswoman said. “The exterior buildings
should be completed by January 2018. The perimeter wall will
not be open until all works are complete on site.”
A section of the site, fronting on to Lower Kimmage Road,
will be handed over into public ownership once all works
are complete. Lokra, the Lower Kimmage Road residents
association, and Mount Argus and Church Park Residents
Association, are campaigning for a linear park and greenway
linking into Mount Argus Park.
It is reported Marlet are looking to sell the apartment complex
to a pension fund or other institutional investor.

Amanda Bell - Photo by Patrick Redmond

PASSING OF VETERAN VILLAGER
Carmel Finn, thought to be one of the oldest residents
in Harold's Cross, died in January, aged 97.
Born on Casimir Road in 1919, she spent most of her married
life living in Kenilworth Park.
She was an indefatigable woman, who worked as a secretary in
the ESB before getting married. While raising her five children she
also worked part-time, temping for visiting Americans such as
Walter Cronkite. When all her children were at secondary school
she returned to full time work at St Patrick's Training College as
bursar's assistant and worked there until retirement.

Above - Illustrations from the storybook

She also supported her chronically ill mother, was involved in
charity work, was a founder member of the Irish Wheelchair
Association and a stalwart of the peace movement Pax Christi.

TRAFFIC-FREE “PODDLE PATH” COULD
TRANSFORM VILLAGE LIFE FOR COMMUTERS
Lucille Redmond talks to transport chiefs
about solving cycling and public transport
problems in Harold's Cross.
Since Harold's Cross has no trams or trains, people
are dependent on the road. Emmet Bridge is a
major junction that acts as a traffic plug because its
approach is hilly and narrow. The village is a major
cycling route into the city. Altogether 12,000
commuters cycle into Dublin every day.
Thousands pass over Emmet Bridge, a junction listed as one of
the city's most dangerous by the Dublin Cycling Campaign.
One possibility being considered by the National Transport
Authority (NTA) is to run cyclists through a new crossing
behind Griffith College.
In Harold's Cross, Kimmage and Rathgar the first priority in
moving people through the city is a study of CBCs – Core Bus
Corridors, which allow buses to pass every 10 to 15 minutes,
each lane replacing the equivalent of three lanes of car traffic.
One CBC to the city centre is being considered from the Yellow
House pub in Rathfarnham down through Harold's Cross Road;
another through Terenure and Rathgar into Rathmines; another
from Scholarstown past the Blue Haven in Ballyroan, through
Kimmage Road Lower and along by Mount Jerome.
The idea is to make these bus lanes continuous. Consultants
have been asked to see what it would take to allow buses have
absolute priority. In some cases this may mean taking away
gardens or parking or widening a bridge.
Harold's Cross is never a priority for transport, but the CBCs
and new cycling infrastructure are set to change this. Using
cars for errands in the local shop, to drop kids to school a
kilometre away, or even to go to work in town is crazy most of
the time in Dublin. So why don't people cycle or take public
transport?
With public transport, it is impossible for buses to be timely
when the roads are full of cars. With cycling, mostly people
don't cycle because they're scared – of other drivers – and
because it's not pleasant. Where it has been made pleasant
and safe, like the greenway along the Grand Canal, people flock
to cycle.
Harold's Cross is a major cycle route for commuters, and it may
just be a front-runner for cycling in the city. The NTA wants
more people to cycle – less pollution, better for the
environment, better for health; and a lot cheaper to maintain
after the initial cost of installing good infrastructure.
Michael Aherne, head of transport development at the NTA,
was the director of the Velo-City global cycling conference in
2005 when it was first held in Dublin. Since then, Dublin has
been so successful in getting people cycling that the
conference will return in 2019, the first time it has been held in
the same city twice. "What they're interested in," he says, "is
that we've achieved so much in a short time, so Dublin has a
story to tell to other cities."
The NTA followed its Velo-City success by producing Cycle
Manual, a guide showing best practice in building cycleways,
cycle paths and bike lanes.

"People didn't have a feel for what good cycling facilities looked
like – how to set up junctions, get cyclists past bus stops, when
to build a cycle path and when a cycle lane – in essence, how to
design a cycle network." This guide was so clear and successful
that it has become popular internationally.
The NTA is mainly designing for ordinary people who want to
cycle safely. "People who use the new cycle paths and who
have not cycled for a long time are comfortable on them –
they're designed for risk-averse people," says Mr Aherne.
Frascati Road in Blackrock was reconfigured in 2015, and now
600 cyclists come along it each morning, the equivalent of
seven busloads – or a three-kilometre queue of cars.
In 2013, the NTA worked out a model predicting the number of
cyclists expected to be using the city's various roads. They
produced a proposal for a city cycling network, with greenways
along the rivers, canals and sea; main cycling routes into the
city, and orbital routes connecting these.
The plan includes a proposed greenway along the River Poddle
in Harold's Cross, which would take cyclists off Lower Kimmage
Road, following a traffic free riverside route from Mount Argus
Park to the Grand Canal. The plan says the "river route” could be
completed “with limited impact."
The Greater Dublin Area Cycle Network Plan was adopted
formally by the NTA's board in April 2014. If implemented,
Harold's Cross and the city could be a very different 10 years
from now, with children cycling to school, fleets of commuters
cycling on their own lanes, secure bicycle parking and clean air.
The issue now is working with local authorities to deliver it.
If you are interested in campaigning for a 'Poddle Path' greenway
through Harold's Cross, get in touch at xpress@haroldscross.org

BAPTIST EASTER SERVICES
Grosvenor Road Baptist Church is welcoming all to its
Easter services. Good Friday Meditation is at 10am while
Easter Sunday Celebration is at 11am.
On Sunday evening at 7pm is a series in the Gospel of Mark:
Some Good News - Jesus Defeated Death.

DOG TRACK TALKS SOUGHT

Village campaigners are seeking meetings with
government ministers over the future of the
Harold's Cross Greyhound Stadium.
The dog track has remained closed since the Irish Greyhound
Board (IGB) unexpectedly locked the gates in February. It has
since hired property consultants to advise on a sell-off, part of a
plan to plug a huge hole in its finances.
The Harold's Cross Village Community Council (HCVCC) has been
campaigning for a much-needed school on the publicly-owned
six acre site. They are requesting meetings with Education
Minister Richard Bruton and Agriculture Minister Michael Creed,
who oversees the IGB, about the proposals.
Meanwhile, a petition is planned at the upcoming annual
community festival in support of a freeze on further major
developments until a promised village masterplan is drawn up.

WATCHDOG REJECTS MASSIVE APARTMENT COMPLEX
AHEAD OF VILLAGE MASTERPLAN
An bord pleanala warns against “substandard” proposals - - BY XPRESS REPORTER
Developers have lost their appeal to build a massive
120-apartment complex in Harold’s Cross. An Bord
Pleanala backed city planners in denying permission for the
proposed six-block development, up to four stories high,
fronting onto Harold’s Cross Road and Greenmount Lane.
The planning watchdog said the development would be
“premature” ahead of a Local Area Plan – a masterplan for the
future of the village, which city chiefs have vowed to draw up
within the next five years. It also warned it was “not satisfied” with
flood protection measures in the proposals for the site, beside
where a mother-of-one drowned in the October 2011 flood.
Developer Martin Lydon's The Adroit Company had appealed the
decision by Dublin City Council to reject planning permission last
November. But upholding the rejection, An Bord Pleanala said the
proposed apartment complex would have been a “substandard
over-development” of the site.
The proposed development would not even have passed
“minimum standards” for building new apartment blocks set by
official government and city council guidelines, the watchdog
found. Allowing it go ahead would set a precedent for similar
development and “would be contrary to the proper planning and
sustainable development of the area.”

It would also “endanger public safety” in terms of traffic
arrangements, it said. The watchdog added: The proposed
development would be premature pending the availability of the
Local Area Plan for Harold’s Cross, the completion of which,
during the lifetime of the Dublin City Development Plan
2016-2022, is a specific objective of the said plan. Furthermore the
Board was not satisfied that the applicant had demonstrated
sufficient flood mitigation measures in light of the site's location.
The Greenmount and Parnell Road Residents Associations,
backed by the Harold's Cross Village Community Council
(HCVCC) and local councillors, had fought the proposed
development over a number of concerns.
Pat Duggan of Parnell Road Residents Association told the Xpress,
“We are delighted An Bord Pleanala has noted the genuine
concerns of residents about this proposed development, not least
the flooding threat, and upheld the original rejection of planning
permission. “It is particularly encouraging that it makes clear that
development of this nature would be premature ahead of a
promised Local Area Plan for Harold's Cross, a legal framework to
make sure our village is developed in a coherent, sensible and
sustainable way for everyone who lives and works here.”

SPRINGWATCH

John Tighe

Harold's Cross Park supervisor John Tighe entices us away from our
screens on a journey of colour and crescendos as majestic Mother
Nature awakens in front of our very eyes – if only we took time to look.
Tempus Fugit is the Latin phrase – Time flies.
April is here and the early flowering daffodils
are already fading. However, the main crop
are still in their glory with their dancing heads
fluttering in the breeze. The dormant buds
are stirring from their hibernation and the
lawnmowers need servicing to control the
resurgent grass.
It seems nothing remains static. Mother
Nature majestically and relentlessly moves
on her merry way. Is this not the very reason
why life is exciting and worth living? How
could one ever get bored?
The most striking features in the park around
now are the floral displays. Firstly the bright,
cheerful splashes of colour, mostly yellow,
that are the daffodils. They should give
good value to the end of the month. Dwarf
varieties flower and fade earlier, the larger
ones blossom later and remain longer.
Then we have the two large flower beds either
end of the park. The circular one, on the south
end, is around 37 metres in circumference and
10 metres in diameter.

At present it is divided into 16 small triangular
beds, with contrasting colours, to give it a
sunburst effect.
In the centre is a circular bed of red
wallflowers, inter-planted with mainly
white tulips ('White Dream'.) The smaller
triangular beds are planted up mainly with
polyanthus. Varieties include 'Crescendo
White', 'Crescendo Red' and 'Crescendo Blue
Shade'. There are 3,000 bedding plants and
1,000 tulips in the bed at present.

The oval bed at the city end of the park
takes a similar number of plants. The
advantage this bed has, from a maintenance
viewpoint, is it gets less traffic. It is up on a
raised section in the least used end of the
park, getting less attention from wandering
children and stray dogs.
This is becoming more important with the
shortage of staff, particularly the “ranger”
who patrolled the park outside of normal
working hours.

Also of interest now, are the cherry trees: the
Prunus avium has just gone out of flower.
Prunus nigra, with its copper coloured foliage,
is on the left just inside the main gate.
Prunus 'Kanszan' is 20 metres in on the right
from the main gate. This is coming under
stress from the larger trees around it, as is the
handkerchief tree planted to commemorate
the laundry workers. Watch out for this coming
into leaf. If you are observant you will notice the
white bracts from which it gets its name.
In the middle of the green, directly behind the
handkerchief tree is a Magnolia 'Susan' which
will be coming into flower soon. At the rear of
the pool, to the left, Magnolia x soulangeana
is in full bloom with its tulip pink flowers.
Underneath this is a Camellia japonica with
its bright red flowers. To the left, just over the
railings, is the lilac, which will also come into
flower soon.
Keep and eye and nose out too for Cytisus x
praecox on your right as you come in the main
gate. It should come into blossom after Easter.
It flowers up to three months and gives off a
sweet odour, particularly when it is warm.
In my humble view, spring is one of the best
times of year. Nature is awaking and bursting
into life all around us. Take time out from the
computers and laptops to go out and be part
of it.

GROWING with Eileen Nolan
In the first edition of our new gardening column, Bloom multi-award winning garden designer Eileen
Nolan - head gardener at Our Lady's Hospice in Harold's Cross - invites us to a bulb bonanza, talks
tomatoes and jots down jobs for the weeks ahead.

If you've never dropped in before, spring into Our Lady’s
Hospice off the Harold’s Cross Road for a little walk around our
many gardens. You are more than welcome to savour the
delights of our bulb collection, from grape hyacinths,
snowdrops and anemones to tall and miniature daffodil
varieties - with tulips soon to follow.
This stunning splash of colour, heralding a new season of growth, is not
something that happens overnight. We add about 6,000 bulbs to our
collection every year - it is a great way of building up bulb varieties and
enhancing the display.
Our glasshouses have been cleaned out and power washed for the season
ahead, eliminating all over wintering bugs and debris that build up
throughout the year. Cleaning the glass helps to eradicate the build-up of
moss and algae. A tip for all you home gardeners in Harold's Cross is to clean
in between the panes of glass that overlap, where algae usually collects. Use
a plastic plant label, which fits easily through the gap and removes the algae.
Along with some elbow grease, this all helps to maximise the amount of light
coming in. But if you don’t have a glass house, seeds can easily be started on
a windowsill at home.
Start by cleaning seed trays, removing old soil particles. Don’t forget under
the rim as this is a great hiding place for overwintering insects. All this
cleaning will pay off later on and will help to reduce pests.
Our first batch of tomato seeds were sown in early February and have already germinated. They are mainly cherry varieties Gardeners Delight and Sweet Million. They are good croppers and full of flavour. We have thinned them out and gently transplanted
them into small pots in a warm greenhouse for growing on. We will sell the fruit throughout the summer months from our Rose
Garden. Don’t worry if you haven't already sown any tomatoes. It is not too late. You can also buy small tomato plug plants from us
at the hospice to grow on at home. We are now sowing more tomato seed to sell on later at our open garden event on May 13 and
14, in conjunction with this year's much anticipated Harold’s Cross Festival. These can be planted into grow bags or in a large pot
and placed in in a cool greenhouse, porch or conservatory.
To sow your own, fill three quarters of a seed tray with a good seed compost. Seed trays can be picked up cheaply at many cut price
or no frills supermarkets at this time of year. Water the compost before sowing - just enough to moisten it. Then sow your seeds
thinly, giving them a bit of space between each other, and lightly. A plastic plant label, if moistened with water, can be used to pick
up seeds from the packet if it is large enough. This little tip works a treat with tomato seeds and allows you to space them evenly
in the tray. It gives the seed space and makes thinning out easier afterwards.
Sift over with a fine layer of compost to cover and water again. Always remember to label and date each tray and also how many
seeds are sown. This gives you an idea of how successful your germination has been. Cover with glass or clear polythene - a clear
freezer or sandwich bag can work - or place in a heated propagator. It is good to read the back of any seed packet for advice as
some seeds are treated differently and need cover while some do not. Also, some may need to have the seed coat softened by
soaking or scarifying.
Enjoying watching your seeds every day until they germinate. As soon as they emerge, take off the glass or covering. When large
enough to handle, prick them out individually - and gently - by holding the seed leaves to avoid any damage to the stem. Tease them
out of the seed tray, trying not to cause any damage to the roots, and place into small individual pots for growing on. Water with a
fine spray and put them in a heated greenhouse or a sunny window until large enough to plant into the ground in a nice sunny
position when the risk of frost has gone. Otherwise plant in grow bags or single pots. Once they have started to flower, give them
a good tomato feed on a regular basis.
Enjoy the spring and hopefully see you soon in the hospice gardens!

A FEW JOBS IN THE GARDEN FOR THE WEEKS AHEAD
· Four easy vegetables that can be sown now are spinach, kale, chard and cabbage
· Watch out for slugs over the next few weeks as hostas start to emerge
· Prune and feed roses using a general rose fertilizer and mulch afterwards
· Service lawnmowers in preparation for first cut of the year, empty out old petrol and replace with fresh fuel
· Plant summer flowering bulbs: lillies, gladioli and cannas can all go into the ground now. For dahlias, plant dormant tubers preferably in 5 inch pots filled with multipurpose compost – and start growing them on warm windowsills indoors.
Plant them outdoors in late May.
If you have a gardening question you would like to ask Eileen, email us at xpress@haroldscross.org

LOCAL STAR PRAISES SUPPORT
AFTER FAMILY “HEARTBROKEN”
BY CAR CRASH TRAGEDY
Harold's Cross musician Steve Wall has thanked
friends and neighbours for helping his heartbroken
family after they were struck with tragedy
- BY XPRESS REPORTER

The singer's three-year-old niece Estlin died
following a car crash in Co Clare on March 15, which
left her father Vincent – Steve's youngest brother with a massive brain trauma.
The frontman with The Stunning,
a regular star at the Harold's
Cross annual community festival,
described the crash as a “tragedy
beyond belief”. “Vincent was
taking her to the creche in Inagh
as he did every morning,” the Wall
family said in a fundraising page
set up to help with Vincent's
rehabilitation costs.

While coping with the devastation, Amy is also nursing their
months-old baby Mannix. “Everyone is devastated and in a
complete state of shock,” the family said. “The doctors have
said that Vinnie’s recovery will be a long road and it’s
impossible to tell how his long-term condition will be.”
The fundraising webpage to help Amy with financial
assistance has already raised more than €80,000. Further
donations will be gifted to Temple Street Children's Hospital,
where little Estlin passed away days before her 4th birthday.
In a Facebook post, Steve thanked everyone for their support.
“Your generosity and kindness over the past difficult weeks
has helped two heartbroken families cope with a situation
nobody ever sees themselves having to deal with,” he said.
“The genuine, heartfelt, love and empathy that we
experienced will never be forgotten.”

In a split second everything
changed forever. Little Estlin
sustained a fatal brain injury and on Saturday night March 18
she was taken off life support in order to let her pass away
peacefully and naturally in her mother Amy’s arms.
“Vincent has massive brain trauma and is still unconscious in a
separate hospital in Dublin.”
You can still donate to the fundraising page at
www.ifundraise.ie/3016_vinnie-and-amy-fund---co-clare.html

BARBER LIAM MAKES THE CUT TO REPRESENT
IRELAND IN BOWLING'S "SIX NATIONS"

- BY CONOR HAWKINS

Did you know that the owner of Liam’s Barber
Shop in Harold’s Cross is a barber by day and a
skilled ten-pin bowler by night?

Liam Byrne has been bowling for 23 years now, and is
currently ranked in Ireland’s top 10 players. After a stint in
Australia in the early 1990s , Liam arrived home to Ireland and
one day was invited to bowl in a Sunday league with a friend.
It turned out Liam was a natural, and, of course, him and his
friend ended up winning the league. Just like that, he was
hooked. He started bowling four times a week, and he has
been obsessed ever since.
Now in his 50s, Liam is a member of the Irish senior team who
travel to Birmingham, England this year for what is, as he
puts it, “bowling’s equivalent of the Six Nations”.
Team Ireland, consisting of six men and six women, will play
against England, Wales, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Jersey
and Guernsey. Liam bowls “Mondays and Thursdays without
fail every week.” On a Monday night he bowls in a league in
Stillorgan. He believes that just going to this league proves
that bowling is more popular in Ireland than people think.
“There are four people per team and there are 18 teams. It is
booked out solid every week from September to the end of
May. People come up from places as far away as Limerick and
Cork to play in it.”

But he is slightly concerned that bowling has started to fade.
“Bowling has died off a little bit, you used to have companies
getting involved in bowling, and they’d play each other out
and get to finals and would get to meet other businesses. It
was a fantastic thing to get into. “It is never televised and you
wont see it in the paper, which is a pity considering it is a
sport officially recognised by the Irish Sports Council. You’ll
see it in Europe, you’ll see it in America, but not here. Irish
people just look at bowling as a bit of fun and that is it. They
don’t think it is competitive enough.”
Liam will represent Ireland at the Senior Triple Crown in
Birmingham over the weekend of April 21 to 23.
Harold's Cross wishes him and all the team the very best.

In an exclusive extract
from his upcoming book
Playing With Skulls – A
Dublin Childhood, local
historian and writer
Maurice Curtis recalls a
disappeared landmark
at the gates of the village park where the
answers to life's questions were mulled.
At southern end of Harold’s Cross Park, just outside its railings,
an ancient chestnut tree was located for hundreds of years. A
concrete seat encircled its base and provided much comfort for
weary travellers or for the not so weary, but who had plenty of
time to discuss matters of some or no importance. This tree was
known as the Tree of Knowledge such was the wisdom that seem
to emanate from those resting there, a wisdom that normally
didn’t reside in those individuals. Over time, it was felt that the
tree had certain properties that seemed to transfer to the sitters,
thus giving them the appearance and sound of noble elders of
the community. These elders, known as the Elder Conkers, in
their new-found wisdom, were quite happy to adopt the mantle
of responsibility thrust upon them. They became poets,
politicians and philosophers who at times seemed to be evolving
into statues, since the same characters would be seen on the
bench all day, every day. They would of course be only too happy
to join the pantheon of greats that lived in the area. The
consensus among them was that they had, unfortunately, left
their quills behind. They also agreed that, ‘there are those that
write, and there are those that speak in volumes’ and they
preferred to be in the latter category. They puffed on their pipes,
leant back against the old chestnut tree and gazed as the trams
passed by and the ‘fly on the wall,’ as the young Lukie was called,
scaling the embankment just across from them at no.190.
Any matter put to them was ruminated upon with the help of a
number of pipes, called ‘doodeens’. Moreover, if someone
generously slipped any of the elders a bottle of stout, preferably
Stowshus Extra, a satisfactory answer to any problem would be
guaranteed.
If you wanted to know the best way to climb up to the Hellfire
Club, directly up Montpelier Hill, which was the shortest route, or
a gradual circuitous route, the longest, they would advise
accordingly, considering all the salient details, your age, height,
strength, experience and general attitude. Or if you wanted to
know about when the Hurdy Gurdy man, the Dulcimer man or
the One-Man Band were last seen in Harold’s Cross, they would
know. Likewise, with Jack-the-cockle man who used to appear in
the area on a Saturday evening guaranteeing fresh cockles for
supper. Mad Charley used to walk in his bare feet and loved to
dance for a piece of currant cake. The elders would tell about the
Dog Woman who owned half a dozen dogs but was deaf as a
dead dog. They knew where Canon Brady kept his stuffed hare
and why a bald man should have one in the first place. If
someone asked about Hell’s Lane, they would just point across
the road, down from the Geranium House. Enquirers often
wanted to know the whereabouts of the Bogey (Police)
Barracks. They would reply, ‘which one? The little or the big?’.
‘Over there, beside the entrance to Mount Jerome’.
Sneaky questions were often directed their way. One such
question related to the oldest pub in the area. ‘Oh, long gone to
some extent’ was the reply. ‘And which one had you in mind, now.
Was it the 17th century one called the Cat and Bagpipes or the
Old Grinding Young?’ Someone always wanted to know where
the Bird’s Nest was, yet not expecting a reply. ‘Well, if you look
above your head you will definitely find one, but if not is it the
Quakers you are interested in, then?’

The old chestnut, that was the Tree of Knowledge, just outside the park main
gates,when it was toppled in a storm in January 2009.
Photograph by Gerard McGann.

‘Well if so, the answer to your question is that old house next
door to Healy’s grocers. It was an orphanage for Protestant
children until not so long ago. Now, does that satisfy you?’ Hen
and Chicken Lane, later Mount Drummond Avenue, always came
up. The Emmet Dairy at the end of the avenue derived its name
from its proximity to the former hiding house of Robert Emmet
before he was captured. Numerous discussions continued as to
whether or not this was Mrs Palmer’s house or was it the smaller
one around the corner. The whereabouts of Robert Emmet’s
missing head was a frequent question and as many possible
solutions were offered as one required.
They could also tell you the flow of the Swan and the Poddle
rivers underneath Harold’s Cross, where and whether they were
culverted and where the Stone Boat that never sank, which
divided the flow of the Poddle, was located. Likewise, they knew
who was murdered from Armstrong Street during the Civil War
and where he was murdered. If you asked ‘who murdered him?’,
you would be told, ‘he’s with O’Leary in the grave’, in Glasnevin
Cemetery.
That the most famous bagpipe player in all Ireland lived in the
area did not bother them at all. ‘Leave it to Rowsome’ is all they
would say. If you wanted to know if Casimir Road was called after
Countess Markievicz’s husband or Father Casimir from Mount
Argus, they would know. Someone might ask for the
whereabouts of the Little Tin Church
and you would be directed to the
Rosary Church. And if you were
looking for ‘a good Samaritan’, they
would point you to the stained-glass
window of the big church beside the
entrance to Mount Jerome.

Right - the cover of Maurice’s
forthcoming book ‘Playing with
Skulls”. It features an image of
the Harold's Cross playground
in the park in the late 1960's

JOURNALIST TALKS RELIGION

Irish Times journalist Patsy McGarry will deliver at
talk at Rathgar Methodist Church as part of its Holy
Week celebrations.
In his address, Christianity from Where I'm Sitting on April 12 at
8pm, he will reveal his own religious experiences and his
impressions of the church today. Admission is free but there will
be a retiring collection in aid of The Alice Leahy Trust.
On April 11 at 7pm, Healing the Hurts will be a quiet time of
prayer, readings and instrumental music for anyone suffering in
any way. Easter Sunday morning family service is at 11.30am.

MY HAROLD’S CROSS
Mel Christle

Mel Christle has lived in Harold’s Cross for the past ten years. Steeped in sport, his
father Joe established the Rás Tailteann, Ireland’s premier cycling event. Mel
completed the Rás at 13 years of age. “I finished a day behind the winner. But I
finished,” he says.
He also played underage hurling for Dublin and was the first Irish
Superheavyweight Boxing champion. A Senior Counsel by profession and
President of the Boxing Union of Ireland, Mel talks to Paddy Murray for the Xpress.
You love living on Casimir Road. Why?
There’s a great mix of people on the road. There are old and young, people who
have lived here for years and students in digs and flats. And there’s a great mix
of nationalities. I really enjoy meeting the young people from all over the world
who live on our road. And, of course, there are several members of the legal
profession amongst my neighbours too!

And you like Harold’s Cross in general?
Yes. Again, it’s the mix. Great bijou shops. There’s Olivier’s brilliant flower shop,
Les Fleurs right beside Plush which is right beside Craft and Harold’s Bazaar. It’s
great. And now we have the piano shop and upcycled furniture shop, Home
Street Home, and even Podology! It’s great to see it in the area.

You’re a dog man!
Yes, Wanda is our Jack Russell. Generally, the neighbours are fond of Wanda.
But I’m afraid all dog owners are getting tarred with the same brush over the
amount of dog dirt on the footpaths around Harold’s Cross. It’s out of control.
We really need to see enforcement.

You’re a cyclist.
I cycle everywhere. I work in the Four Courts and it’s quite a short run in. And
when I’m not cycling I like walking. I love walking in Mount Jerome cemetery.
The history just pervades the place. And it’s great to see the old Anglican
church busy now with Russian Orthodox services.

You have family connections in Dublin 6?
We were raised there. I was born in France - my mother is French - though we
came back here when I was a baby. I have the distinction of having been born in
the American Hospital in Paris - the number one Aids research centre in Europe.
And I was actually baptised in Notre Dame!

Are there things you don’t like in Harold’s Cross?
Well, there are a few things that worry me. Firstly, the fact that Casimir Road
and Kenilworth Park are becoming rat runs. That can only get worse when the
new apartments at Mount Argus are fully occupied. I despair too when I see the
old Quaker Orphanage, that derelict building beside the Centra supermarket.
Surely it can be put to good use. It’s a fine building which, most likely, has an
interesting history.
Then, of course, there are worries over the Greyhound Stadium. What’s going to
happen to that site? Hopefully, not another gated community. A secondary
school is needed and that would be an ideal site.

So what do you think might improve Harold’s Cross?
Well, it’s grand for me with my bike. I can bring it into the house and keep it safe!
But where there are loads of young people sharing, that’s not practical. I don’t
really understand why the area isn’t part of the Dublin City Bike Scheme.
Another thing is parking. There isn’t a single parking space for disabled drivers
in the area. But I think the area will only improve.

Your family is happy here?
Yes, Cliona and I love the area and Joseph, he’s nine, is happy here and loves
attending St Mary’s. He actually captained Third Form rugby team to a win in
the school league just last week. He loves his rugby.

And boxing?
Well, it’s a great sport. And apart from the sporting aspect, it’s important,
especially these days, for people to be able to defend themselves. So Joseph
and I mess around in the back garden with a bit of boxing. But I have to say,
rugby’s his game right now. There actually used to be a boxing club in Harold’s
Cross, down near the canal. But, of course, there’s none now.

Mel in his boxing days

LOVIN' HAROLD'S CROSS
Harold's Cross is “the best place to
live in Dublin”, says popular online
city guide Lovin Dublin.
“Boasting some of the best food, coffee,
shopping and parks in the city – you'd never be
hard pushed for something to admire in this
dreamy neighbourhood,” it reports.
The guide, which attracts 5.5 million hits a
month, flags our food outlets, shops, gyms and
our fantastic annual community festival and park
as reasons why they “really, really love the place.”
“Harold's Cross boasts a chilled out, dreamy
setting, just moments away from the city
centre,” it says. We couldn't agree more.

CHEF DISHED UP FRESH HONOUR
Craft has been named among the
top restaurants in Ireland.
Philip Yeung's eatery on the village's main
thoroughfare was included as new entry in this
year's prestigious Sunday Times Best 100
Restaurants in Ireland 2017.
The chef has been wowing customers and critics
alike with his brunch, lunch and dinners since
opening last year.
If you want know how Philip does it, try out his
yoghurt posset recipe which featured exclusively
in the Halloween edition of the Xpress.
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Kids
Word Search

Find the 21 Springtime words
in the wordsearch below

Start
Help BARNEY the BUNNY GET TO
HIS EGGS THROUGH THE MAZE...

Funny Corner
What happened to the Easter Bunny
when he misbehaved at school?
He was eggspelled!

April

Chocolate

Hop

Basket

Duck

Lily

Bonnet

Easter

Nest

Bunnies

Harold’s Cross

paint

Butterfly

Eggs

Spring

Candy

Flowers

Tulip

Chicks

Grass

Egg

Spot the difference

Find the 12 differences in these 2 Springtime Scenes

What do you call a rabbit with fleas?
Bugs Bunny!
Two aerials meet on a roof - fall in love get married. The ceremony was
rubbish - but the reception was brilliant.
I went to the doctors the other day and I
said, 'Have you got anything for wind?'
So he gave me a kite.
Went to the paper shop - it had blown away.
A lorry-load of tortoises crashed into a
trainload of terrapins - What a turtle disaster
Went to the corner shop - bought 4 corners.
I said to the Gym instructor "Can you teach
me to do the splits?'' He said, ''How flexible
are you?'' I said, ''I can't make Tuesdays
(Tommy Cooper)
You’ll never be as lazy as whoever named
the fireplace.
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